The subject of Fate or Destiny has triggered many a philosophical argument. What is destiny? Are the details of our lives pre-destined? How much free will do we really have? These are imponderable questions. This report does not offer the answers. Rather it gives us some signposts to help us on our life journey.

When meteorologists forecast the weather we understand that they are not telling us how to live our lives. Rather they are giving us information that may help us make our own decisions. As far as the weather is concerned our major decisions are whether or not to dress warmly or to take an umbrella. The astrological system of Transits is offering us much the same information. It is giving us an indication of the emotional and intellectual weather of our lives. It is up to us to decide our own destiny.
If you would hit the mark, you must aim a little above it;
Every arrow that flies feels the attraction of earth.
Longfellow, Elegiac Verse 1880.

**Jupiter in the 10th House**
From 28 Jun 2011

Your career and public life are highlighted during this time as you seek greater satisfaction. As a result you may seek and gain promotion, travel with your work, change jobs, or have the opportunity for further study to enhance your career. It is also possible that you take on a teaching or training role during this time.

**Jupiter Square Ascendant**
From 10 Jul 2011 To 25 Jul 2011
(Exact 17 Jul 2011)

On the whole you are feeling self-confident and are enjoying warm relations with other people during this period. However, you also find there are times when others are not as appreciative as they could be of your need for fun and enjoyment. Slow down a little and let others adjust to the pace as it may be you who is a little over the top in the energy department.

**Jupiter Square Ascendant**
From 04 Oct 2011 To 21 Oct 2011
(Exact 13 Oct 2011)

On the whole you are feeling self-confident and are enjoying warm relations with other people during this period. However, you also find there are times when others are not as appreciative as they could be of your need for fun and enjoyment. Slow down a little and let others adjust to the pace as it may be you who is a little over the top in the energy department.

**Jupiter Conjunction Midheaven**
From 10 Dec 2011 To 10 Jan 2012

You have reached the culmination of a cycle in your life and are ready to reap the rewards of seeds sown earlier. Your career and home life are particularly influenced by this phase. The rewards depend largely on whether or not you have sown your seeds on fertile ground. If you have squandered opportunities in the past, not paid attention to details or shirked your responsibilities then you could find this a difficult time. However, if it is far more likely that you reap the riches of past actions. You have opportunities to expand
your career choices either through study, promotion, new job opportunities or a change of direction. You may even become a parent, if this is one of your life goals. You may study or travel in order to expand your professional choices. Whatever the circumstances you are feeling confident and now is a good time to broaden your professional horizons. Beware only of over-confidence that could lead to taking on too much or making unwise choices. Consider your career prospects and professional responsibilities carefully. Your home life may also benefit as a result of your advances in your career. Take care not to neglect your family and everyone should enjoy this worthwhile phase.

**Jupiter Opposition Uranus**  
From 21 Dec 2011 To 30 Dec 2011

This transit can indicate a sudden and dramatic change in your life ranging from simply a break in your routine to a breakdown in a relationship, career or way of life. On the one hand you feel a strong urge for a change of scenery, but on the other hand you feel rattled at the thought of breaking new territory. In some cases you may feel that there are obstacles, in the form of responsibilities to other people, which are holding you back. Either way it is time to ponder on your life and use this time to free yourself of restrictions. You will be grateful for the new-found freedom in the end.

**Jupiter Square Ascendant**  
From 26 Feb 2012 To 07 Mar 2012  
(Exact 02 Mar 2012)

On the whole you are feeling self-confident and are enjoying warm relations with other people during this period. However, you also find there are times when others are not as appreciative as they could be of your need for fun and enjoyment. Slow down a little and let others adjust to the pace as it may be you who is a little over the top in the energy department.

**Jupiter Square Venus**  
From 27 Apr 2012 To 06 May 2012  
(Exact 01 May 2012)

Although this can be a positive time for socialising with loved ones, there is also an element of tension. This could be because you are expecting too much from your nearest and dearest, or it could be that they are asking too much from you. You find it difficult to please yourself and other people. There has to be a balance between the adventures of life and the routine daily demands. Right now one of you is seeking only the adventure and this is causing tension. It is often hurtful when one person in a close relationship upsets the balance, so it is understandable if you are feeling rejected by your loved one. The best approach may be to give the other person a little bit of time to settle down. They may need a little bit of freedom before returning to a more balanced approach to the relationship. On the other hand it could be that the other person’s insensitivity to your relationship is the straw that breaks the camel’s back, as far as you are concerned. If you are the one who is acting in a rash manner then you would be wise to listen to other’s concerns and show a little restraint. In astrology Jupiter is considered to be a positive influence. Therefore it is more likely that things will settle down with positive results from this topsy-turvy time.

**Jupiter Square Moon**  
From 29 Apr 2012 To 07 May 2012  
(Exact 03 May 2012)

Watch out for indulgence during this transit. You are likely to go all-out in an effort to achieve comfort and pleasure. The trouble is that you lack the ability to balance your need for emotional security with your enthusiasm for the pleasures of life. The result can be a lackadaisical approach to life which irritates others and gets you nowhere fast. Tensions may surface on the domestic scene.
Jupiter Conjunction Southnode
From 04 Jun 2012 To 22 Jun 2012
(Exact 13 Jun 2012)

Relations with other people, either individuals or groups, can be stressful during this transit. It is time to reassess your connections with individuals and groups with a view to moving on with your life's purpose. Any individual or group standing in your path is liable to be set to one side, as you seek new experiences. Of course it is not easy to let go of links from the past, particularly if one feels frightened of new experiences without the safety of past alliances. If you can focus on the future rather than the past, you will discover that as one door shuts another opens.

Jupiter Opposition Northnode
From 04 Jun 2012 To 22 Jun 2012
(Exact 13 Jun 2012)

Relations with other people, either individuals or groups, can be stressful during this transit. It is time to reassess your connections with individuals and groups with a view to moving on with your life's purpose. Any individual or group standing in your path is liable to be pushed out of the way, as you seek new experiences. Of course it is not easy to let go of links from the past, particularly if one feels frightened of new experiences without the safety of past alliances. If you can focus on the future rather than the past, you will discover that as one door shuts another opens. These connections are more likely to be your social or group associations rather than intimate ones. It could mean reassessing your life goals.
The road up and the road down are one and the same.
Heraclitus, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker c540-480BC.

**Saturn in the 3rd House**
From 28 Jun 2011 To 10 Jan 2012

Communications with other people take on a more serious note during this period. This could be because you are negotiating a serious deal, or it could simply be that you are putting more thought into your communications with others. You may benefit from learning new skills during this time. Relationships with siblings may also be restricted.

**Saturn Trine Mercury**
From 30 Aug 2011 To 17 Sep 2011
(Exact 08 Sep 2011)

Your mental perception is keen during this transit, enabling you to embrace new ideas and projects with the knowledge that you will succeed. This is a good time for new plans and decisions as you have a realistic outlook on what can be achieved. It is also a good time for learning new subjects and skills.

**Saturn Opposition Jupiter**
From 05 Oct 2011 To 07 Nov 2011
(Exact 21 Oct 2011)

You want to move forward in your life, towards your goals, but someone or something seems to be standing right in the middle of the path. You meet resistance no matter how hard you try to get around these obstacles and at times lose patience. However, you would be wiser to use this time to reassess your direction in life. You may discover that you have taken the wrong track, or you may discover new insights about your current goals and purpose. This is a valuable time for helping you to become more practical about your life’s goals. It is easy to feel that the world is against you during this transit. In fact your wings have been clipped. You are being required to readjust your expectations. It may be that other people are imposing restrictions on you, or that you are feeling the results of over-extending yourself. Either way you would do better to shoulder your responsibilities and reassess your ideals and goals in a practical light.

**Saturn Square Saturn**
From 05 Oct 2011 To 22 Oct 2011
(Exact 13 Oct 2011)
This is a testing time when the structures of your life seem less certain. Aspects of your life which seemed once to offer safety and security become less sure during this transit. It may be that you are viewing these areas differently, or it could be that someone else is shaking things up. Either way you are being forced to reassess your plans and purpose, leaving behind any ineffective support systems.

**Saturn Trine Moon**  
From 11 Oct 2011 To 27 Oct 2011  
(Exact 19 Oct 2011)  
Life feels stable at the moment. You feel tranquil and at peace with yourself and the world. You have opportunities to increase your work satisfaction, while at the same time enjoying a supportive and emotionally rewarding home life. Extra responsibilities seem easy to deal with. Relationships with family members are also a source of enjoyment and satisfaction.

**Saturn Opposition Mars**  
From 28 Nov 2011 To 02 Feb 2012  
(Exact 20 Dec 2011)  
It appears right now that other people or circumstances are standing right in the middle of every path that you choose to take, and you feel frustrated and tired. The time is ripe to step back and reassess your goals and ambitions before trying to meet other people and obstacles head on. Pushing forward regardless of your circumstances will only cause greater tension than you are already experiencing. At this point in time you would be better advised to bide your time, reassess some of your ambitions in the light of current circumstances and allow others to forge their own paths. Perhaps their plans are disrupting yours unfairly or perhaps you are being requested to consider other people's goals. If you are the sort of person who usually leads the way then perhaps it is time to let others share in decision-making. You can relax your tight hold on the reins of power and take a back seat. On the other hand perhaps you have always let others dictate. Now you are required to quietly stand up for your own rights and ensure that you are not being bullied. Either way you are well advised to stay away from anyone who threatens to abuse your rights. With a little patience and tolerance you can adjust to the advent of other people's requirements or life's new circumstances. This is particularly true of a man in your life, perhaps a husband, boyfriend, father, or brother. However, it could be any male friend or relative who is demanding attention or a change of direction. It could also be true for a project that you are undertaking, either or your own or as a group venture. The more sensible you are in making plans and co-operating with others while maintaining your own sense of self, the more rewards can be reaped from this phase. Your patience can really pay off, helping you gain a real sense of purpose and achievement.

**Saturn Opposition Chiron**  
From 30 Nov 2011 To 22 Apr 2012  
(Exact 22 Dec 2011, 27 Mar 2012)  
It is time to let go of emotional patterns which have prevented you from expressing your true self. However, the process may be painful, emotionally or physically. As a result you are particularly sensitive during this time, and need to take good care of yourself. It is possible that an event or person could upset your equilibrium causing grief. You may be introspective, pondering on childhood memories and relationships, particularly with parent figures. Although this can be a painful process, there is light at the end of the tunnel. You have the opportunity to gain new understanding of past events and move forward in your life with wisdom and insight.

**Saturn Conjunction Uranus**  
From 08 Dec 2011 To 12 Apr 2012  
(Exact 02 Jan 2012, 15 Mar 2012)
This can be a time of tension between your need to move forward into a new and exciting future and the need to stay firmly rooted in the security and comfort of the past. Security and freedom are the opposing elements which are dominating your life at the moment. This may be an inner battle, or sudden events may challenge you. The lesson is to delve deep within yourself to help you build a firm base in your life using the resources of your true inner self.

**Saturn Opposition Midheaven**
*From 12 Dec 2011 To 07 Apr 2012*
*(Exact 10 Jan 2012, 07 Mar 2012)*

About seven years ago you set certain changes in motion. Since then you have been steadily working towards personal happiness, financial rewards and better self-expression. You have developed a strong sense of self and sown some seeds for the future. You are now faced with the opportunity to consolidate these changes, or to reassess. You are currently required to take time to settle down and lay the foundations for the next phase of your life. This could simply mean working steadily and quietly on a project, but it is more likely to be a need to focus on matters close to home, including your family and your house. If you are married with dependants then these loved ones may require your considered time and attention. Alternatively you may be planning to start a family. It is possible that a family member comes to live with you, adding to your responsibilities at home. Perhaps your father, or other members of your extended family, may be demanding your attention. Your living space may also require attention. If you have been moving around or do not own your own home then perhaps you are ready to settle down. If you are already comfortable in your living quarters, you may discover that your house needs renovations or additions. It is the ideal time to make these changes. On the other hand you may choose to move to a new home, one more suited to the next phase of your life. You may choose to start a real-estate portfolio or to start a business working from home or even to move your home business to offices. Whatever your personal situation, you would be wise to put in the extra time and effort required for this next phase of your life. Whether you realize it or not, you are currently building an emotional and physical foundation for the next phase of your life.

**Saturn in the 4th House**
*From 10 Jan 2012 To 07 Mar 2012*

Now is the time to make sure that the foundations of your life are on firm ground. This could be literally renovating your house, or more metaphorically, spending time with your family and loved ones. Either way you benefit from reflecting on your personal life with a view to building firmer foundations for the future.

**Saturn Opposition Mars**
*From 13 Feb 2012 To 24 Apr 2012*
*(Exact 29 Mar 2012)*

It appears right now that other people or circumstances are standing right in the middle of every path that you choose to take, and you feel frustrated and tired. The time is ripe to step back and reassess your goals and ambitions before trying to meet other people and obstacles head on. Pushing forward regardless of your circumstances will only cause greater tension than you are already experiencing. At this point in time you would be better advised to bide your time, reassess some of your ambitions in the light of current circumstances and allow others to forge their own paths. Perhaps their plans are disrupting yours unfairly or perhaps you are being requested to consider other people's goals. If you are the sort of person who usually leads the way then perhaps it is time to let others share in decision-making. You can relax your tight hold on the reins of power and take a back seat. On the other hand perhaps you have always let others dictate. Now you are required to quietly stand up for your own rights and ensure that you are not being bullied. Either way you are well advised to stay away from anyone who threatens to abuse your rights. With a little patience and tolerance you can adjust to the advent of other people's requirements or life's new
circumstances. This is particularly true of a man in your life, perhaps a husband, boyfriend, father, or
brother. However, it could be any male friend or relative who is demanding attention or a change of
direction. It could also be true for a project that you are undertaking, either or your own or as a group
venture. The more sensible you are in making plans and co-operating with others while maintaining your
own sense of self, the more rewards can be reaped from this phase. Your patience can really pay off,
helping you gain a real sense of purpose and achievement.

Saturn in the 3rd House
From 07 Mar 2012

Communications with other people take on a more serious note during this period. This could be because
you are negotiating a serious deal, or it could simply be that you are putting more thought into your
communications with others. You may benefit from learning new skills during this time. Relationships with
siblings may also be restricted.

Saturn Opposition Jupiter
From 03 Jun 2012

You want to move forward in your life, towards your goals, but someone or something seems to be standing
right in the middle of the path. You meet resistance no matter how hard you try to get around these
obstacles and at times lose patience. However, you would be wiser to use this time to reassess your
direction in life. You may discover that you have taken the wrong track, or you may discover new insights
about your current goals and purpose. This is a valuable time for helping you to become more practical
about your life's goals. It is easy to feel that the world is against you during this transit. In fact your wings
have been clipped. You are being required to readjust your expectations. It may be that other people are
imposing restrictions on you, or that you are feeling the results of over-extending yourself. Either way you
would do better to shoulder your responsibilities and reassess your ideals and goals in a practical light.
He who binds to himself a joy
Doth the winged life destroy
But he who kisses the joy as it flies
Lives in Eternity's sunrise
William Blake, MS Note-book.

Uranus in the 9th House
From 28 Jun 2011

You have a sudden urge to break out of the usual daily routine and to experience new and exciting fields of interest. This could range from studying philosophy or religion, to travelling to another country. Either way you are seeking to escape the mundane aspects of life and explore the higher realms.

Uranus Square Sun
From 28 Jun 2011 To 01 Aug 2011

Unusual and unexpected events and people may become part of your life during this transit causing you to feel on edge. You may act impulsively as you find your individuality tested. Although you feel that you want to do things your own way and may dig in your heels if anyone tries to stop you, you would be better to remain calm and assertive and use the time to further cultivate your unique gifts. Flexibility and calm consideration of consequences rather than confrontation and self-centred impulsiveness are the keys to the success of this transit.

Uranus Opposition Pluto
From 28 Jun 2011 To 21 Jul 2011

This is an intense time when your emotional attachments will be challenged. This can be traumatic and leave you feeling quite vulnerable. Therefore it is a good time for entering therapy, or taking any action which will help you gain insight into your deeper levels and your life.

Uranus Trine Northnode
From 27 Oct 2011 To 21 Jan 2012

New experiences abound prompting a change of direction more in line with your true purpose in life. This could involve meeting new groups of people, an exciting new relationship, change of career or new interest. It could also involve metaphysics, science, environmental interests or technology. This is a metaphysical time during which you have the opportunity to become more alive and open to life's excitement. It's also possible that you will take up activities that, although not obviously linked with your ultimate purpose, will
stand you in good stead later in life. Our own ideas of our true purpose at one stage in life may differ at a later stage. So keep an open mind and make the most of any opportunities that pass your way.

**Uranus Square Sun**
From 22 Mar 2012 To 27 Apr 2012
(Exact 08 Apr 2012)

Unusual and unexpected events and people may become part of your life during this transit causing you to feel on edge. You may act impulsively as you find your individuality tested. Although you feel that you want to do things your own way and may dig in your heels if anyone tries to stop you, you would be better to remain calm and assertive and use the time to further cultivate your unique gifts. Flexibility and calm consideration of consequences rather than confrontation and self-centred impulsiveness are the keys to the success of this transit.

**Uranus Opposition Pluto**
From 24 Mar 2012
(Exact 30 Apr 2012)

This is an intense time when your emotional attachments will be challenged. This can be traumatic and leave you feeling quite vulnerable. Therefore it is a good time for entering therapy, or taking any action which will help you gain insight into your deeper levels and your life.

**Uranus Trine Ascendant**
From 26 Apr 2012 To 20 Jun 2012
(Exact 18 May 2012)

You now have the opportunity to enjoy changes and new ways of building relationships with your loved ones. Relationships which had become a little mundane now seem exciting with a renewed sense of interest and enjoyment. Others will appreciate any innovations that you make to put the sparkle back into your relationships.
The artist must be in his work as God is in creation, invisible and all-powerful; one must sense him everywhere but never see him.
Gustav Flaubert, Correspondence 1857-64.

**Neptune in the 8th House**
From 28 Jun 2011 To 08 Aug 2011

Joint enterprises are likely to be a source of concern during this period. You would be wise to avoid investing your money in any joint schemes, or making long-term commitments. It is also possible that you become more concerned with the metaphysical world, rather than the material one.

**Neptune Square Southnode**
From 28 Jun 2011 To 27 Aug 2011
(Exact 19 Jul 2011)

This can be a time of confusion when you are unsure of your purpose in life. On the one hand you are unsure of where you are heading, on the other hand you feel compelled to know your purpose. The answer is to keep seeking information which will help you better understand your purpose. However, you need to be very wary of any groups or people who try to influence you to change direction in life. The key to this transit is to explore possibilities without making any life changing decisions. The problem is that this is exactly what you feel like doing. Now is the time to explore those feelings, but not to take any action that has far-reaching consequences. The reason for this is that you currently lack discrimination and are vulnerable to artistic, spiritual and charitable urges, both from within you and from other people. You may feel that the world is your oyster, beckoning you to newer and greener pastures, however; now is not the time for taking such action. Rather explore new creative urges in ways that do not threaten your livelihood, loved ones or support structures and wait until the clouds have cleared. In the meantime, if you act with integrity, you will look back on this period as one of profound inner change, perhaps in ways that you could not have foreseen.

**Neptune Square Northnode**
From 28 Jun 2011 To 27 Aug 2011
(Exact 19 Jul 2011)

This can be a time of confusion when you are unsure of your purpose in life. On the one hand you are unsure of where you are heading, on the other hand you feel compelled to know your purpose. The answer is to keep seeking information which will help you better understand your purpose. However, you need to be very wary of any groups or people who try to influence you to change direction in life. The key to this
transit is to explore possibilities without making any life changing decisions. The problem is that this is exactly what you feel like doing. Now is the time to explore those feelings, but not to take any action that has far-reaching consequences. The reason for this is that you currently lack discrimination and are vulnerable to artistic, spiritual and charitable urges, both from within you and from other people. You may feel that the world is your oyster, beckoning you to newer and greener pastures, however; now is not the time for taking such action. Rather explore new creative urges in ways that do not threaten your livelihood, loved ones or support structures and wait until the clouds have cleared. In the meantime, if you act with integrity, you will look back on this period as one of profound inner change, perhaps in ways that you could not have foreseen.

Neptune in the 7th House
From 08 Aug 2011 To 01 Feb 2012

Your relationship with your loved one is going through a confusing time right now testing your integrity and self-confidence. It could be that your relationship has deteriorated because of your partner’s ill health or issues surrounding drugs. It may be that the partnership has dissolved leaving you wandering in a fog uncertain as to the reasons why or it could be that your partner has been deceiving you in some way. Sometimes a third person can be hovering in the distance further confusing the issues. If you are not currently in a relationship you may feel drawn to someone in need of your help, someone who could become reliant on your good nature. It would be best to avoid such relationships, although you may not see this at the time. If you feel that your new relationship is the ideal that you have always been waiting for, you would still be wise to enjoy the romance but wait before you make a commitment as you may not be seeing things clearly right now. On a more positive note it is possible to enjoy a creative or spiritual pursuit with your partner during this time. Certainly the lesson is to face all issues with your partner with as much honesty as possible and to ensure that your primary relationship is enriching your lives rather than draining resources.

Neptune Trine Uranus
From 27 Aug 2011 To 17 Jan 2012
(Exact 09 Oct 2011, 10 Dec 2011)

This is a positive time of opportunities to embrace more excitement in your life. You have the spiritual strength to take risks which will bring you closer to your dreams. This is a particularly good time for metaphysical pursuits, or any activity which uses your own unique talents.

Neptune Square Northnode
From 17 Jan 2012 To 11 Mar 2012
(Exact 14 Feb 2012)

This can be a time of confusion when you are unsure of your purpose in life. On the one hand you are unsure of where you are heading, on the other hand you feel compelled to know your purpose. The answer is to keep seeking information which will help you better understand your purpose. However, you need to be very wary of any groups or people who try to influence you to change direction in life. The key to this transit is to explore possibilities without making any life changing decisions. The problem is that this is exactly what you feel like doing. Now is the time to explore those feelings, but not to take any action that has far-reaching consequences. The reason for this is that you currently lack discrimination and are vulnerable to artistic, spiritual and charitable urges, both from within you and from other people. You may feel that the world is your oyster, beckoning you to newer and greener pastures, however; now is not the time for taking such action. Rather explore new creative urges in ways that do not threaten your livelihood, loved ones or support structures and wait until the clouds have cleared. In the meantime, if you act with integrity, you will look back on this period as one of profound inner change, perhaps in ways that you could not have foreseen.
Neptune Square Southnode
From 17 Jan 2012 To 11 Mar 2012
(Exact 14 Feb 2012)

This can be a time of confusion when you are unsure of your purpose in life. On the one hand you are unsure of where you are heading, on the other hand you feel compelled to know your purpose. The answer is to keep seeking information which will help you better understand your purpose. However, you need to be very wary of any groups or people who try to influence you to change direction in life. The key to this transit is to explore possibilities without making any life changing decisions. The problem is that this is exactly what you feel like doing. Now is the time to explore those feelings, but not to take any action that has far-reaching consequences. The reason for this is that you currently lack discrimination and are vulnerable to artistic, spiritual and charitable urges, both from within you and from other people. You may feel that the world is your oyster, beckoning you to newer and greener pastures, however; now is not the time for taking such action. Rather explore new creative urges in ways that do not threaten your livelihood, loved ones or support structures and wait until the clouds have cleared. In the meantime, if you act with integrity, you will look back on this period as one of profound inner change, perhaps in ways that you could not have foreseen.

Neptune in the 8th House
From 01 Feb 2012

Joint enterprises are likely to be a source of concern during this period. You would be wise to avoid investing your money in any joint schemes, or making long-term commitments. It is also possible that you become more concerned with the metaphysical world, rather than the material one.
Pluto in the 5th House
From 28 Jun 2011 To 31 Dec 2011

You have a powerful need to express yourself creatively, and your energy would be best directed through a demanding and absorbing creative project. Children, either your own or other people's, may present a challenge. It is possible that you are seriously considering whether or not to have your own children.

Pluto Opposition Sun
From 28 Jun 2011 To 02 Jan 2012
(Exact 03 Aug 2011, 29 Oct 2011)

A person or a project is currently offering you the opportunity to revise your strengths and weaknesses and alter your life. In other words they are demanding changes. The more that you accept this challenge the more that you benefit from this phase. If you remain inflexible then life is likely to become a battle zone with opposing sides ready to dig in for the long term and with no resolution insight. It may be one particular crisis affecting a loved one and they are demanding your support, or it could be a series of smaller crises. Someone close to you may be ready to change events in their life and you are required to make some tough decisions. Either way this is not a time for aggressively insisting on doing things your way. Your ability to remain calm and diplomatic is being sorely tested, but these traits are exactly what are required to successfully navigate this phase of your life. It is helpful to remember that this is a time of transformation, and even if you feel that change has been forced on you by external circumstances, it is better to shed the skins of the past. As you rise to the challenge you soon discover a sense of freedom. In fact you may thank those around you for forcing you to take a long, hard look at your life and start living more purposefully.

Pluto Square Pluto
From 28 Jun 2011 To 26 Jul 2011

This is one of life's challenging transits during which you are forced to reassess your past and discard any outmoded patterns which have been standing in your way. It is sometimes said to be one of the mid-life crises during which you are motivated to clear out old deeply-entrenched patterns and habits. It is a time to re-evaluate your deepest motivations and feelings. You may become more wilful, driven by deeper urges to make your life conform to your innermost desires and ambitions. You are forced out of any ruts. Pluto's energy can sometimes be ruthless and so you may feel some pain in the process of letting go and stepping...
out of your comfort zone. However, the process is regenerating and you will feel better able to tackle the rest of your life with the renewed vigour that comes from a lighter load. This is particularly true if you can ensure that your willpower is aligned with integrity and true spiritual purpose rather than personal, selfish desires.

**Pluto Square Pluto**  
From 05 Nov 2011 To 06 Jan 2012  
(Exact 08 Dec 2011)

This is one of life’s challenging transits during which you are forced to reassess your past and discard any outmoded patterns which have been standing in your way. It is sometimes said to be one of the mid-life crises during which you are motivated to clear out old deeply-entrenched patterns and habits. It is a time to re-evaluate your deepest motivations and feelings. You may become more wilful, driven by deeper urges to make your life conform to your innermost desires and ambitions. You are forced out of any ruts. Pluto’s energy can sometimes be ruthless and so you may feel some pain in the process of letting go and stepping out of your comfort zone. However, the process is regenerating and you will feel better able to tackle the rest of your life with the renewed vigour that comes from a lighter load. This is particularly true if you can ensure that your willpower is aligned with integrity and true spiritual purpose rather than personal, selfish desires.

**Pluto in the 6th House**  
From 31 Dec 2011

Your daily routine is subject to upheaval. It could be you making the changes, or perhaps other people. Anyone who shares your day-to-day life could be affected. It is good time for a shake-up if this is what you want. Perhaps you want to start a new diet or exercise routine. Now is the time.
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## The Birth Chart

Tobey Maguire 27 Jun 1975 08:20 Inglewood United States 33N57 (Lat) 118W21 (Long)

### The Planets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degrees</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Sign</th>
<th>House</th>
<th>Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☀</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>05°21</td>
<td>☈</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☔</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>20°51</td>
<td>☙</td>
<td>Aquarius</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>15°59</td>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♀</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>20°24</td>
<td>🌂</td>
<td>Leo</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♂</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>27°28</td>
<td>♈</td>
<td>Aries</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♄</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>21°08</td>
<td>♄</td>
<td>Aries</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♒</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>20°11</td>
<td>♒</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☼</td>
<td>Uranus</td>
<td>28°23</td>
<td>☼</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♐</td>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td>09°44</td>
<td>♐</td>
<td>Sagittarius</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♑</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
<td>06°30</td>
<td>♑</td>
<td>Libra</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☪</td>
<td>Chiron</td>
<td>27°37</td>
<td>☪</td>
<td>Aries</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☰</td>
<td>Southnode</td>
<td>00°23</td>
<td>☰</td>
<td>Gemini</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Planet</td>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Planet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Sesquisquare</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☔</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>✉</td>
<td>Sextile</td>
<td>☔</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☔</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>☔</td>
<td>Quincunx</td>
<td>☔</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☔</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>☔</td>
<td>Sesquisquare</td>
<td>☔</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Trine</td>
<td>☉</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Mercury</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Opposition</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Neptune</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Trine</td>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Opposition</td>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Semisquare</td>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Conjunction</td>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Opposition</td>
<td>☋</td>
<td>Uranus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Jupiter</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Opposition</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Uranus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Southnode</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Trine</td>
<td>☊</td>
<td>Pluto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>